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bm, 2005Efficient Trim Arrays for Cervical Cancer Screening. The combination of human papillomavirus (HPV) testing and cytology has been established as a highly sensitive and cost-effective screening test for cervical cancer. One limitation of these screening methods is their sensitivity to low-grade lesions, which can be missed. Using a dual-element array as a screening test may increase the
sensitivity for low-grade lesions. Herein we report on the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values of a triplex array designed to simultaneously test HPV types 16, 18, and 45 using ISH and P16 protein staining. This array is compared to Pap and HPV-ISH using HPV-ISH positive tissue, HPV-ISH negative tissue, and Pap negative tissue as a training set. Triplex testing with the
triplex array is more sensitive than Pap testing at all cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) grades and more specific than HPV-ISH at all CIN grades. Moreover, the triplex array is more sensitive than HPV-ISH for the detection of invasive cancer. The triplex array for HPV-ISH-ISH triplex array has the potential to improve cervical cancer screening.David S. Sheff David S. Sheff (1912-1998) was an
American author, known for his best-selling book, The Fantastic Linguistics of Franz Kafka. Biography Sheff was born David Schwartz on October 23, 1912, in New York City, to German Jewish immigrant parents. He went by his middle name after attending college at Syracuse University. In 1928 he graduated from the University of Chicago with a bachelor of philosophy degree in English, summa
cum laude. He later obtained his PhD from the same institution. Sheff was a professor of English at Louisiana State University, Clemson University, and Stanford University. He also worked at various other institutions as well as taught at the Sorbonne and the Institut d'études politiques in Paris. Sheff was best known for his work on the language of Franz Kafka, and his 1970 book, The Fantastic
Linguistics of Franz Kafka: An Essay in Literary and Cultural Semiology. He also wrote a number of articles, including "Margery Kuhn on the Kafka Affair", "Wilhelm Reich's Humanistic Approach to Psychology", and "Kafka's Distortions of History". Sheff married twice. The first time 82157476af
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